
       Kip put on old                               . He tied his old                                   .

He ran outside. Grandpa waited in the yard. Grandpa had a small 

                                  . He had a can of                             . He had a pack 

of                                   .

       Next they poured                            on the dirt. The dirt,                             ,

and sunshine would help the                                   grow.

       Grandpa and Kip sat on the                                . They used the small 

                                  . They dug small holes in the                                 . Kip  

put one                         in each hole. Then they covered up the holes with 

dirt.

       Kip was glad when the                                   grew. Now he had bright

                                 !

A noun is a word used to name a person, place, thing or an idea.

Identify the images and write the nouns.
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       Kip put on old                               . He tied his old                                   .

He ran outside. Grandpa waited in the yard. Grandpa had a small 

                                  . He had a can of                             . He had a pack 

of                                   .

pants shoes

shovel water

seeds

       Next they poured                            on the dirt. The dirt,                             ,

and sunshine would help the                                   grow.

       Grandpa and Kip sat on the                                . They used the small 

                                  . They dug small holes in the                                 . Kip  

put one                         in each hole. Then they covered up the holes with 

dirt.

grass

       Kip was glad when the                                   grew. Now he had bright

                                 ! owers

A noun is a word used to name a person, place, thing or an idea.

Identify the images and write the nouns.
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